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1 ABSTRACT 

Today’s ARTM telemetry systems demand channels with high spectral efficiency using 

sophisticated modulation methods and communication equipment [1]. At the same time, these 

receivers must be reliable and cost effective. Receiver designers now need to evaluate more and 

more design factors to choose the right receiver architecture based on the available set of 

components, and their complexity and functionality. A receiver’s architecture defines its major 

potential characteristics and limitations while playing a key role in achieving the required 

performance at minimal cost. This paper introduces fundamental concepts of a recursive 

analytical method for characterizing receiver architectures based on component parameters. The 

paper shows how, using the proposed techniques, any receiver architecture can be accurately 

characterized and how that architecture affects the potential performance figures for receivers of 

different ARTM waveforms and data rates. 

 

 

2 SIGNAL REPRESENTATION 

In this paper, any signal present at any point of a system or component input and output, is 

represented by a sum or set of L > 0 harmonic signal terms S. Each term is characterized by its 

magnitude �� [V], or power �� [dBm], angular frequency �� [rad/s] and initial phase �� [rad.], 

� = ∑ 	�
��, ��, ���
��� =	∑ 	�
�� , ��, ���

���     (2.1) 

Sometimes it is logical to represent the signal as a list of such terms: 

� = �
��, ��, ���	|�	 ∈ [1, �]}       (2.2) 

 This representation is especially convenient when the result of the analysis has to remain in 

analytic form to enable a list search for each individual harmonic term that has changed or 

appeared after applying a superposition of processing operators, as described later in this paper. 
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3 GAIN OPERATOR 

We will introduce operators in increasing order of complexity. The first operator we describe 

here is a simple gain operator. It represents any ideal amplifier or attenuator that can be used in a 

receiver. 

�
�, ��,         (3.1) 

characterized by its gain � [dB] and delay � [s]. 

Applying a gain operator to signal S yields a new signal  

� ′ = � × � =	∑ 	�′
� + ��, ��, |�� + ���|� �
���      (3.2) 

Any signal term retains its frequency, and has its power and phase modified according to the 

gain and time delay parameters of the gain operator. The operator is strictly linear, so no new 

signal terms are generated. 

 

 

4 FILTER OPERATOR 

The next operator is a filter 

!
G#, G�, G�,Ω#,Ω�,Ω�,Ω$, ��      (4.1) 

characterized by its pass-band gain G� [dB], left and right stopband gains G# [dB] and G� [dB], 

left and right stop-band edge frequencies Ω# [rad/s] and Ω$ [rad/s], left and right pass-band edge 

frequencies Ω� [rad/s] and Ω� [rad/s], and delay � [s]. 

The filter operator has frequency dependent gain 

�% = �& + �' + �( + �) + �*,       (4.2) 

where the additive terms are: 

�& = G# ⋅ ,
Ω# − ��,        (4.3) 

�' = ./01/2
Ω01Ω2

⋅ 
� −Ω#� + G#3 ⋅ ,
� − Ω#� ⋅ ,
Ω� − ��,    (4.4) 

�( = G� ⋅ ,
� − Ω�� ⋅ ,
Ω� − ��,       (4.5) 

�) = ./41/0
Ω51Ω4

⋅ 
� − Ω�� + G�3 ⋅ ,
� − Ω�� ⋅ ,
Ω$ − ��,    (4.6) 

�* = G� ⋅ ,
� − Ω$�,        (4.7) 

and ,
6�	denotes the unit step (Heaviside) function: 

,
6� = 70, 6 < 0
1, 6 ≥ 0

;         (4.8) 

Applying a filter operator to a signal S produces a new signal � ′: 
� ′ = � × ! = 	∑ 	�′
�%< + �� , ��, |�� + ���|� )=1���#     (4.9) 
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The filter operator can represent any ideal filter or other frequency-dependent component used in 

a receiver, either by design or as a limitation of the architecture or the layout. A filter operator is 

mostly used for representing RF band, IF, ADC anti-aliasing, DAC reconstruction, and other 

types of filters, as well as various DC and AC coupling lines and amplifier frequency-dependent 

circuits. The filter is a linear operator and only modifies existing terms. 

 

 

5 MIXER OPERATOR 

The next operator is the mixer 

>(G?@ , �@ , G? , P ,Ω , � , �)       (5.1) 

characterized by its RF-to-IF gain G?@ [dB], LO-to-IF gain G@ [dB], LO-to-RF gain G? [dB], 

LO power P [dBm], frequency Ω [rad/s] and initial phase � [rad], and delay � [s]. 

The mixer is a non-linear operator and therefore generates new terms: harmonics, DC 

component, and combination frequencies.   

Applying the mixer operator to a signal S produces a new signal 

� ′ = � ×> = B	′ , 	′′ , 	′′′, 	′′′′C,      (5.2) 

where the terms of the new list are 

	′ = (�@ + � ,Ω , |� + Ω�|� �,      (5.3) 

	′′(�? + �?@ + � , 2Ω , |2
� + Ω��|� �,     (5.4) 

	′′′(�? + �?@ + � , 0,0),       (5.5) 

	′′′′ = {	�′ , 	�′′, 	�′′′|� ∈ [0, E[},       (5.6) 

	�′ = (�@ + �� , ��, |�� + ���|� ),      (5.7) 

	�′′ = (�?@ + ��,Ω + ��, |� + �� + 
Ω + ����|� �,   (5.8) 

	�′′′(�?@ + �� , |Ω − ��|, |� − �� + 
Ω − ����|� �    (5.9) 

In (5.2), the first three terms depend only on the LO, of which the third one, 

	′′′(�? + �?@ + � , 0,0), represents the DC component with power �? + �?@ + �. 

A mixer operator can represent any mixer or other non-linear component used in a receiver, 

either by design or as a limitation of the architecture or the layout. The mixer operator is mostly 

used to represent RF to IF, IF to Baseband, or RF to Baseband frequency converters.  This 

representation using the mixer operator is valid for both single channel and complex (I/Q) types, 

which are modeled as a combination of two or four mixer operators used in parallel, where the 

resulting signal term list length is as many times longer as the number of parallel mixers used. 
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6 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERSION OPERATOR 

An analog to digital conversion operator (ADC) 

F(G, �)          (6.1) 

is characterized by its sampling rate G [Samples/s] and aperture time � [s]. An ADC can be 

viewed as a linear operator since it does not introduce harmonics. However, it frequency-

translates all signal terms having frequencies outside the fundamental Nyquist zone. An ADC 

operator can accurately represent any analog to digital converter or sample and hold device used 

in a receiver. The sampling process can be understood as a succession of two separate stages [2]: 

signal integration within the ADC aperture time interval, and frequency translation to the 

primary Nyquist zone. 

Signal integration: 

�
H I 	(�, �, �, J)KL =M

4N�1M4 �′ ⋅ OP	(�J + �)      (6.2) 

Nyquist zone number: 

Q = 1 + R ω4ST
RU4T

− VR ω4STRU4T
V
�
= 1 + W ω ?X = 1 + YZPP[ R ω ?T    (6.3) 

Applying the ADC operator to a signal S yields a new signal 

� ′ = �(�,�, �) × F = 	 ′(�′, �′, �′) = 	 ′(�′, �′, �′),    (6.4) 

where 

�′ = � ⋅ \]^	( _) _ = � ⋅ 	�QO R%H� T,      (6.5) 

�′ = � + 20 ⋅ ZP`�# .	�QO R%H� T3,      (6.6) 

�′ =  ⋅?
� − (−1)a ⋅ R ⋅?� − b ⋅ G ⋅ Q + �T,     (6.7) 

�′ = (−1)a ⋅ �,        (6.8) 

In many cases, instead of the aperture time �, ADC is characterized by its analog bandwidth 

defined through the -3 dB cutoff frequency c( [Hz]. 

From the analog bandwidth definition 

�′(c() = � − 3Ke = � + 20 ⋅ ZP`�# .	�QO R%fH� T3     (6.9) 

it follows that: 

	�QO(c(�) = �
√�         (6.10) 

The Taylor series representation of the 	�QO(c(�) function: 
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	�QO(c(�) = \]^( hfH)
 hfH = �

 hfH ⋅ .bc(� −
( hfH)5

$! + ( hfH)j
k! −⋯ 3  (6.11) 

has the following approximation 

	�QO(c(�) ≈ �
 hfH ⋅ .bc(� −

( hfH)5
$! 3 = 1 − ( hfH)4

n     (6.12) 

Thus (6.19) becomes 

1 − ( hfH)4
n = �

√�        (6.13) 

hence, 

� = r$s�1√�t
 hf          (6.14) 

The ADC operator power conversion equation [6.6] can be further approximated as 

�′ = � + �#
u^(�#) ⋅ ZQ .	�QO R%H� T3 ≈ � + �#

u^(�#) ⋅ (%H)√5
�v1(%H)√5                               (6.15) 

 

 

7 RECEIVER ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

One of the most important characteristic of the receiver, which is affected by its architecture, is 

the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the output of the receiver. The SNR also depends on the input 

signal power, input noise power, and the noise generated internally in the receiver itself. 

The input signal is defined as 

� = (�( , �( , �(),         (7.1) 

where �( , �( , �( are power, central frequency, and phase of the signal.  

The input signal bandwidth is e([Hz]. The thermal noise at the receiver input has constant 

spectral power density −174	[){|}~ ] and therefore the input noise power within the bandwidth of 

the signal is 

 E�	[Ke�] = −174	 + (10 ∙ ZP`�#(e(	))     (7.2) 

For the receiver to receive the signal, its power must be above the noise power by a certain 

margin. Let us assume that the input signal power is 
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�( 	[Ke�] = E� + 20	[Ke],       (7.3) 

The receiver output signal without noise on the receiver input is defined as 

�? = {(��, ���, ��), (�� , ��, ��), � ∈ [1: 4� − 1]},     (7.4) 

where  

��, ���, �� - power, central frequency, and phase of the received signal, 

�� , ��, �� - power, central frequency, and phase of the signal terms generated inside the receiver 

representing the internal noise of the receiver, 

k -  the number of frequency conversion stages of the receiver. 

The receiver self–noise, caused by the newly generated terms, is  

�� = 10 ∙ ZP`�#∑ 10�<02v�1����         (7.5) 

The thermal white noise is constantly present at the antenna input and is represented as 

�a = {(E� , �( + 2b ∙ � ∙ e( , �|),� ∈ [−�: �]},    (7.6) 

where 

E� - noise power within signal frequency bandwidth defined in [7.2], 

�( , e( – input signal carrier frequency and bandwidth, 

�| - random value representing a phase of the noise term, 

� = W %f
�∙ ∙{fX, � = W%���1%f

� ∙{f X, 
�|&_ – the highest frequency that can practically be present at the receiver antenna.  

Applying receiver operators (comprising successive gain, filtering, mixers, and ADC operators) 

to [7.6] gives 

�= = Bs��� , �� , ��t, � ∈ [1: E ∙ 4�]C,       (7.7) 

where 

��� , ��, ��- power, frequency, and phase of the signal terms comprising output noise 

E = � + �. 

Thus, the output power of the receiver caused by the white noise is 

�= = 10 ∙ ZP`�#∑ 10���02v�∙=���         (7.8) 

which, together with [7.5], leads to the following receiver signal to noise ratio expression: 
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�EG = �� − 10 ∙ ZP`�#(10��02 + 10��02 ) ,     (7.9) 

where Ps is the signal power defined in [7.4]. 

 

8 EXAMPLE1: TRIPLE CONVERSION SUPERHETERODYNE  

Figure 1 shows an operator flow diagram for a triple frequency conversion superheterodyne 

receiver. It receives a signal in the 4.4-4.94 GHz band, down-converts it to 1
st
 IF - 1215-1675 

MHz, than to 2
nd

 IF – 500 MHz, than to 3
rd

 IF – 70 MHz, and digitizes this signal with a single 

channel ADC at a sampling rate of 90 MHz. 

 

Figure 1. Triple conversion superheterodyne receiver operator diagram. 

The receiver of Figure 1takes input signals � and �a and turns them into �? and �=, as defined in 

[7.1], [7.6], [7.4], and [7.7] respectively. The signal processing operator for the receiver is 

presented as follows: 

{�� , �=} = {� × ���!, �a × ���!} = {�, �a} × ���!    (8.1)     

where 

���! = �� × !� ×>� × !� × �� ×>� × !� × �� ×>� × !� × �� × !� × F, 

          (8.2)  
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��, ��, ��, �� – gains 1 through 4, 

!�, !�, !�, !�, !�  – filters 1 through 5, 

>�,>�,>� – mixers 1 through 3, 

F – analog to digital converter (ADC). 

The output signal and noise power are calculated by applying operator ���! toward input signal 

and noise. Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is calculated according to [7.9]. Figure 2 compares the 

analytic result and the measured SNR for the triple frequency conversion superheterodyne 

receiver. Here the dotted line represents a constant 20 dB SNR on the receiver input within the 

signal bandwidth, the middle curve is the calculated SNR, and lower the line shows the measured 

SNR.	

 
Figure 2. SNR performance for triple conversion superheterodyne receiver. 

It can be seen that the calculated output SNR is the same as the input in almost entire frequency 

band, which indicates that the chosen architecture is optimal. Comparatively however the 

measured SNR is significantly lower than the calculated one. This difference is attributed to the 

components and can’t be reduced by architecture changes since only the difference between the 

input SNR and the calculated SNR depends on the chosen receiver architecture. 
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9 EXAMPLE 2: DIRECT CONVERSION RECEIVER 

Figure 3 shows an operator flow for a direct conversion receiver. It receives a signal in 2.2-2.4 

GHz band, down-converts it to baseband, and digitizes this signal with a dual channel ADC at a 

sampling rate of 160 MHz. 

 
Figure 3.  Direct conversion receiver operator diagram. 

The signal processing operators are presented as follows: 

	{�? , �=} = {�, �a} × �       (9.1) 

where 

� = {��, ��}         (9.2) 

Receiver R consists of in-phase and quadrature branches: G� and G�: 

G� = !� × �� ×>� × �� × !� × �� × F�  ,    (9.3)  

G� = !� × �� ×>� × �� × !� × �� × F�  ,    (9.4) 

where 

��, ��, ��, ��, �� – gains 1 through 5, 

!�, !�, !�  – filters 1 through 3, 

>�,>� – mixers 1 and 2, 

F�, F� – analog to digital converters (ADC) 1 and 2. 

 

Figure 4 compares the analytic results and the measured SNR for the direct conversion receiver. 

Here the dotted line represents a constant 20 dB SNR on the receiver input within the signal 

bandwidth, the middle curve is the calculated SNR, and lower line shows the measured SNR. It 

can be seen that calculated SNR is significantly lower than the input one. This indicates that the 
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chosen architecture is not optimal and needs to be improved. In this case a DC offset 

compensation mechanism should be added. 

Figure 4.  SNR performance for direct conversion receiver. 

 

10 CONCLUSION 

This work describes the essential set of uniformly defined operators corresponding to all types of 

signal transforming stages in any receiver. Different receiver architectures can be easily 

represented by a superposition of such operators. The operator parameters reflect the parameters 

of actual components. The same components can be used in different architectures and deliver 

different results. The proposed techniques can lead to a large reduction in receiver complexity in 

exchange for little or no performance degradation, by providing an accurate calculation for each 

and every spurious signal and noise spike within the bandwidth of interest, both at each point of 

the analog frontend and in the digital domain, where analog to digital conversion effects are 

taken into account. This is especially significant for designing receivers to meet the ARTM Tier-

II requirements. 
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